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By FORREST  CARDAMENIS

London has unseated New York as the global city best able to attract and retain global capital, people and ideas,
according to an A.T . Kearney report.

Since 2008 the United Kingdom's capital has played runner-up to New York, but their positions have now switched,
the only change from last year's top 10. As some economists and political scientists point to cities as replacements
for nation-states as the world's primary drivers in light of urbanization, a city-specific and localized approach to
business could be a sensible and more precise alternative to current models.

"Luxury retailers are looking for consumers with increasing levels of disposable income, which means they will be
most attracted to cities that are growing," said Mike Hales, partner at A.T . Kearney and co-author of the study. "For
cities to grow and compete in the future, whether cities that are growing or trying to maintain their status as a leader,
they will need to pay attention to their performance in all categories measured by the Index and the Outlook given
the substantial interdependency across the metrics."

"Our historical information shows that cities are becoming more global," he said. "This means that cities must not
only improve, but must improve faster than others to maintain their competitiveness. Retailers will want to leverage
the city level insights from the Index and Outlook to guide their investment plans and build meaningful relationships
with select city governments."

"Global Cities 2016" is in two parts: The "Global Cities Index" that examines current performance on 27 metrics
across business activity, human capital, information exchange, cultural experience and political engagement
categories; and Global Cities Outlook, which looks at 13 indicators in personal well-being, economics, innovation
and governance to project a city's potential.

Changes at the top
London has been steadily gaining on New York, with an increase in information exchange and political
engagement eclipsing New York's ongoing lead in human capital and business activity.

London and New York also flipped spots on the Outlook list, with New York now ranked second to London's fourth,
with Boston, 24th on the Index, nestled between them and San Francisco, 23rd on the index, again in the top spot.
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In addition to London, New York, San Francisco and Boston, four more cities constitute the "Global Elite," featuring
on both the Global Cities Index and Global Cities Outlook: Paris, Tokyo, Los Angeles, Chicago, Singapore, Brussels,
Sydney, Melbourne, Australia, Berlin, Toronto and Amsterdam.

San Francisco's lead is largely due to its high innovation scoring, significantly higher than any other city's. San
Francisco's innovation is a testament to the ongoing work of nearby Silicon Valley, which has already had a
noticeable impact on real estate (see story).

However, Boston has also made strides in innovation, and New York's economic growth and London's governance
have also helped those cities close the gap in the Outlook.

Hong Kong, Beijing and Washington, all in the top 10 of the Index, are notably absent. Conversely, Houston, Atlanta,
Stockholm and Munich are not ranked on the Index.
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These changes are also due in large part to innovation, as the continued economic growth in Mainland China and
Hong Kong has less to do with technological development than in Western cities.

As a testament to the reliability of A.T . Kearney's projections, the 60 cities that comprised the original study in 2008
have all seen scores increase in every category except political engagement.

In addition to the Index and Outlook, A.T . Kearney also analyzed the emergence of the "smart" city. Although the
term is still amorphous, connoting the use of technology in a general sense A.T . Kearney conducted a literature
review to find what cities are recognized as smart by global leaders.

All of the 14 agreed-upon cities performed well on both of the study's lists, and information exchange, human capital
and business activity from the Index and governance and personal well-being from the Outlook were particularly
predictive.

Get smart
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The luxury industry is wrapped into a greater technological revolution and must learn to employ the new tools
effectively to survive in an increasingly competitive, globalized world.

Virtual reality, artificial intelligence and other emerging technologies can help brands future proof the luxury
industry.

The digital dynamic is not a projection for the future, but right now, and just as the Internet fundamentally changed
business practices in the 1990s, all industries, luxury included, are on the cusp of technological transformation.
During the "Future Luxury" talk, the eponymous session of Conde Nast International's second Luxury Conference
April 20, Wired Consulting's Sophie Hackford explained how technology is accelerating at a fast rate to meld the
physical with the digital (see story).

Similarly, while there may not a single silver bullet solution to end counterfeiting, technological methods could help
to curb the practice.

In a white paper prepared by the Coalition Against Illicit Trade (CAIT) titled "The Role of New Technologies in
Combatting Counterfeiting and Illicit Trade," the business alliance seeks to raise awareness for the technology
solutions available to fight the knock-off market. In an environment of rapid digitalization, these solutions will
benefit not only brand owners and service providers, but also governments that are plagued by illicit tax-free trade
and consumers (see story).

Further, some industries are already seeing how embracing the trend toward smart cities offers possibilities to
generate revenue. This is particularly true of the auto sector.

In one recent development, German automaker BMW extended its commitment to on-demand mobility with the new
ReachNow brand.

ReachNow, launched in Seattle on April 12, is  the American counterpart to the growing European "DriveNow" brand,
offering on-demand mobility to metropolitan dwellers. Supplementing its traditional model with a move into the
mobility sector will help BMW remain a major player in the automotive industry among a larger group of consumers
(see story).

"We would expect the relationship between smart cities and cities with high outlooks to be more apparent over the
next decade," Mr. hales said. "We do see strong relationships between smarts cities and cities that rank high on
Index and Outlook the smart cities ranked in the top quartile in both the Index and the Outlook. Smart cities
performed well in all metrics in the Index and Outlook, and on average were in the top 3 of any metrics."
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